
DAB  
Patent Pending 

PROMOTE YOUR DISPENSARY OR BRAND

INDUSTRY LEADING TOOLS WITH LOGOED HANDLES! 
IDEAL FOR USE WITH SHATTER OR WAX, 
ROUND OR TRIANGLED DESIGN PROVIDES AN EASY-TO-USE, HEAT-SAFE GRIP. 

10 HANDLE COLORS TO COMPLIMENT YOUR BRAND!
GREAT AS RETAIL CONVENIENCE ITEMS & PROMOTIONAL GIVEAWAYS.

#2135D1/D2 POCKET PARTNER™ DUAL DABBER
� 6 . 0 0 A   M I N  2 0 0 *

#2165D1/D2 TRI-AD™ DUAL DABBER
� 6 . 2 4 A   M I N  2 0 0 *

HANDLE COLOR OPTIONS

ASI 34040  |  PPAI 113670  |  SAGE 55970                                                           *AS LOW AS PRICING, SETUP $50G



WHAT IS DABBING?

Dabbing is applying high heat to a thc concentrate to vaporize it, enabling combustion. Dabs are manufactured using 
butane oil to extract the THC concentrate from the cannabis plant. The result is a cannabis product with up to 4x 
concentration of THC as it s̓ organic form. Whether a novice or an experienced dabber, youʼll need the right tools for the 
most enjoyable dabbing experience. 

Dabbing relies on higher temperatures than organic matter combistion to attain the necessary vaporization. Typically, 
smoking temperatures reach 350 Fahrenheit, while Dabbing can get up to 600 Fahrenheit. Additionally, different dab 
types exist because of their texture differences. The applied dab extraction process determines these textures. What s̓ 
common among these solid concentrates is their sticky nature.

WHAT IS A DAB TOOL?

A Dab Tool or Dabber Tool is used to efficiently and hygienically scoop and place a dab on the nail. The best dab 
tools use different shapes on the scooping end to handle different dabs. The rest of the tool is elongated and resembles 
a dentist s̓ equipment. Therefore, a Dabbing Tool is a scooper, elongated handle, and carb cap combo. Dabbing 
tools ensure you donʼt come into contact with the high heat or sticky residue associated with Dabbing.

HOW TO CHOOSE A DAB TOOL

Dab Tools are necessary for handling sticky, runny, and often messy and highly concentrated Dabs. Additionally, the 
high temperatures during vaporization make dab tools a critical safety instrument.

 Therefore, you must be keen on which ones you pick when shopping. You need dab tools made of premium materials 
capable of withstanding high temperatures. Additionally, the tools need to fit your specific needs and last a long time. 
Here are the critical factors to consider:

QUALITY MATERIALS

High-quality, heat resistant materials determine the longevity and usability of dab tools. 

Stainless Steel: Stainless steel is the most durable dab tool material, rivaled only by titanium. Therefore, youʼll have a 
reliable tool for your dabbing needs for a long time. 

STYLE
Different dab tool styles suit different dab types. Our new Dual End Dab Tool offers two shapped tools

Scoops: Scoop dab tools are suitable for sticky dab concentrates such as waxes and crumbles. They also work for 
crystalline concentrates such as CBD and THCA. Think of the scoop as a small spoon, making it possible to collect and 
carry the right amount of dab. Some scoops have a sharp, flat edge that allows you to cut dab crystals for better dosing.

Blades and Paddles: Blades and paddles are a cross between a flat tool and a scoop, making them versatile items. The 
scoop bit helps collect the concentrate, while the lightly sharp edge helps cut larger dab pieces. Therefore, you can use 
blades and paddles on various dab viscosities.

PORTABILITY
Portability affects the ease of use, convenience, discretion, and ease of transportation. Some Dab Tools 
are great to use but have such long stems it s̓ cumbersome carrying them. In addition, some have many attachments 
that make them inconvenient to carry around. Therefore, check how portable the dab tools are before settling on them.


